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This adorable stoneware
tumbler of chocolate
fondue from Aux AnY-
setiers du Roy (a Paris
gourmet shoP) heats
up in minutes and is the
perfect size for sharing.
Chocolate flavors include
caramel, praline, and
orange, but we esPeciallY
love the 70 percent dark
chocolate with fleur de
sel for its rich taste and
salty crunch. 522.99
for a 7-ounce tumbler;
touchofeurope.neU
a66-764-2975.
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With its hand-
crafted ceramic
utensilholder,
Beehive Kitchen-
ware Company
turns utilitarian
storage into
handsome kitchen
decor. S78;
beehivekitchen
ware.com;
508-678-4335..rinill;iii
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Bakers will appreciate this clever digital
scale, since it doubles as a bowl that lifts
off to transfer ingredients. When you're
finished, flip the bowl over and nestle it on
top of the scale for compact storage. 565;
josephjoseph.com; 866-940-1875.
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Dried red chile threads add a touch of heat, a

hint of smokyflavor, and a pop of color when
used as a garnish for soups and salads or mixed
into egg dishes or stir-fries. For deeper flavor,

toast the threads in a skillet for a minute or two
before using. 59.75 for a z-ounce bag; earthy
.com;80O-367-47O9.
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Although it was introduced '

more than 50 years ago, the
recently relaunched Krenit
bowl by Danish design com
pany Normann CoPenhagen
is coolly contemPorarY.
Made of super-thln, light-
weight steel, with a black
matte exterior and a sleek
enamel interior, it's stunning
as a fruit, salad, or serving
bowl. $145; abodeon.com;
617-497-0137.
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